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Pakistan Market Outlook
Navigating through
the uncertainties

SBP raised policy rates by 100bps to 9.75
percent amid rising inflationary pressures
and external account imbalances. The
Central Bank has adopted a hawkish tone as
it forecasts that upside GDP growth risks
outweighs the downside.

The Central Bank is clearly concerned that
inflation is likely to be less transitory and
more persistent in the coming months. In its
latest projections SBP has raised its forecast
for inflation from 7-9% to 9-11%.

We see possible tail winds for Multi asset
strategies, as bond yields trade close to real
interest rates while strong corporate earnings
and low valuations will likely support local
equities.



How to navigate through these uncertainties?

Important disclosures can be found in the Disclosures Appendix.
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Implications
for investors
SBP’s hawkish stance
may weigh on economic
activities. However, a view
of 4-5 percent of GDP
growth in FY22 is very
much intact

Strong domestic demand
is expected to support the
economic activity

PK Equities are trading at
attractive valuations

PKR likely to remain
under pressure.

Navigating through the uncertainties
•

State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) raised the policy rate by 100bps to 9.75%, rising
external pressures and inflation were the key reasons behind the rate decision

•

The Central Bank indicated that the rate hikes may pause as SBPs goal of
achieving mildly positive real interest rates on a forward-looking basis was close
to being achieved

•

GDP likely to accelerate in FY22 as domestic demand remains robust

•

Equity market may remain volatile in the near term; however, earnings growth
and valuations remain supportive

Pakistan Macro
Pakistan’s GDP growth is expected to touch a four year high of 4-5% in the fiscal
year ending June 2022, meanwhile heightened inflationary risks and an looming
balance-of-payments crisis has created significant threat for the economy as
external debt support is required in order to stay afloat. These two immediate
challenges rising inflationary pressures and ballooning current account stem through
a blend of domestic and international glitches, that are aftermath of the Pandemic.
However, authorities are committed to tackle these on-going challenges by taking
proactive monetary measures and implementing structural reforms. Due to
imbalances in the economy and heavy dependency on imports continuation of the
IMF programme is important. The IMF programme and structural reforms should
help to improve macroeconomic stability, boost investor confidence. However,
execution of the IMF suggested reforms will be a challenge for the government,
already the country has been hit hard by rising inflation and implementation of the
new reforms will only add to the pain.
In the near-term outlook for growth remains positive as domestic demand remains
robust. However, rise of the new Coronavirus variant (Omicron) is a key risk to
growth.
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Fig. 1 SBP raised the policy rate by 100bps to
9.75% in its recent monetary policy in Dec’21

Fig. 2 KSE100 Index remains rangebound,
triggers missing

Pakistan CPI y/y and SBP discount rate (FY average)

KSE100 Index

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Bonds at a glanceIn the latest Monetary Policy Statement (MPS) released
on 14th Dec-21 by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP)
decided to raise rates by 100bps to 9.75 percent. SBPs
hawkish monetary policy stance has pushed the bond
yields higher.
Inflation and interest rates are expected to rise
nominally from here. We expect the inflation to remain
within SBP’s band of 9 - 11% in FY22. To stabilize the
economy from external and internal shocks the SBP will
continue to remain proactive.
Constructive medium-term economic fundamentals and
rise in inflation (bolstered by spiking global commodity
prices, local utility tariffs) may push the Central Bank for
more minor rate hikes which will likely drive the yields
higher, hence we continue our liking for shorter tenor or
floating fixed income instruments. Longer tenor bonds
remain our least preferred asset class.

Significant rise in Omicron cases (New coronavirus
variant) followed by lockdowns, widening current
account deficit and delay in the IMF programme pose
significant risk to the market. Hence, we continue to
remain cautiously bullish on equities.

Fig. 3

PKR showed limited strength
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Equity at a glance-

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Profitability, net sales and gross profits of majority of the
companies listed in the KSE100 Index have grown
significantly in the 3rd quarter of the calendar year 2021.
The profitability growth was mainly supported by oil and
gas, textile, automobiles, engineering, and cement
sector

FX at a glance

A steady growth in corporate earnings and robust
domestic demand is expected to support the market
sentiment in the near term.
Valuations at Pakistan equity market remains attractive
as forward PE multiple trades at a discount compared
to markets historical PE and offers an appealing
dividend yield.

Dec-21

Pakistan’s external position is forecasted to be
manageable in the near term. Although ballooning
current account deficit, repayment and servicing of
external debt remains one of the biggest challenges for
the authorities. As per the IMF suggestion the
government is expected to announce a mini budget in
Dec-21 to introduce new taxes, remove exemptions and
impose additional import duties on selected luxury items
to increase revenue and curtail imports.
So far remittances have remained stable; exports have
increased but not enough to offset imports and a high
import bill. Therefore, PKR may remain under pressure
in the short run.
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